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Abstract  
A study of the smart grid cyber-physical system functioning was conducted and a 
behavioral model of its functioning was proposed. The concept of the object, event and 
state of the cyber-physical system was formalized at the basis of the proposed set-
theoretical model, which made it possible to reflect the trajectories of the system's 
functioning and the behavior of both individual objects and the cyber-physical system as a 
whole on their basis. The proposed model is the basis for the formalization and analysis of 
the impact of cyberattacks of various kinds on objects in the cyber-physical system and 
their trajectories. A formalization of the impact of Man-in-the-Middle cyberattacks on the 
control level of the cyber-physical system of a smart grid, in which the attacker is 
considered as a part of the system itself, is proposed. The proposed formalization of the 
impact of MitM cyberattacks on cyberphysical systems will allow describing known 
cyberattacks and forming parameterized procedures for their detection, which can be 
considered as complex features for detection. 
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1. Introduction 

The smart grid cyber-physical system is the implementation of the general concept of open cyber-
physical systems, in which information processes related to the supervisory control of physical 
devices and the storage, transformation and processing of data from these devices take place, with the 
aim of automating and optimizing production processes. Smart grid use information and 
communication networks and technologies to collect information about energy production and energy 
consumption, which allows to automatically increase the efficiency, reliability, economic benefit, as 
well as the sustainability of the production and distribution of electricity for end users. 

Consider a smart grid cyber-physical system, which is represented by three levels: a supervisory 
level, a control level, and a level of the physical equipment (or field level), represented by energy 
production and transmission equipment [1, 2]. The level of supervisory control is represented by a 
control center, a human-machine interface (HMI), a data server, while the router, gateway, remote 
terminal units (RTUs) (and/or programmable logic controllers PLCs) to which connected sets of 
sensors and actuators form the control layer [3]. The generalized scheme of the smart grid cyber-
physical system is presented in fig. 1. 

From the point of view of security and data protection, the level of supervisory management 
(communication network and structural objects of the cyber-physical system) is the most protected 
against cyberattacks [4, 5], which is due to their approximation to traditional IT infrastructures, for 
which the application of both hardware and software mechanisms for protection and detection of 
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malicious influences, represented in particular by firewalls, intrusion detection systems, encryption of 
data transmission channels, backup, anti-virus tools, etc. 

 

 
Figure 1: Generalized scheme of the smart grid cyber-physical system  

 
At the same time, the control level is vulnerable to cyberattacks, which is primarily due to the use 

of special information transfer protocols DNP3, Modbus, IEC 61850, for which indicators of security 
and confidentiality of information transfer have taken a back seat, giving way to the effectiveness of 
information transfer between physical and cyber environment [6-8]. And also if it is taking into 
account the constant development of various technologies of hiding, encryption and obfuscation [9-
11], then the situation will look even more complicated. Therefore, MitM cyber-attacks on the smart 
grid cyber-physical system will be studied in this work specifically for the control level. The purpose 
of this work is to study and formalize the process of the functioning of the smart grid cyber-physical 
(CPS) system under the influence of MitM cyberattacks in order to distinguish the procedures of their 
impact on the CFS, which in the final form will allow to form impact scenarios that can be considered 
as a complex features, and which in the future can be used as part of detection systems for based on 
machine learning algorithms [12, 13]. 

2. Related works  

Today, the problem of ensuring the security of cyber-physical systems among scientists is 
receiving considerable attention. 

In [14] authors have to model Smart Grid technology in order to evaluate specific cyber security 
threats on DNP3 operating in SCADA based implementation. To model the communication behavior 
between an attacker and legitimate devices, the authors used the principles of game theory and 
investigated attack scenarios such as a competition between an attacker and a defender, where the 
strategy of each side is to maximize their gains. In such an implementation, the game will be a non 
cooperative game between the attacker and the legitimate nodes, which can represent both master and 
outstations. Also Nash equilibrium was utilized to highlight possible outcomes of MITM attacks and 
to prove the pass and drop strategy effectively used to detect attacks and to provide understanding to 
mitigation 

Authors of [15] compare the use of machine learning techniques to classify messages of the same 
protocol exchanged in encrypted tunnels. In theirs work it is considered four simulated cases of 
encrypted DNP3 traffic scenarios and four different supervised machine learning algorithms: Decision 
tree, nearest-neighbor, support vector machine, and naive Bayes. The results obtained show that it is 
possible to extend a Peekaboo attack over multiple substations, using a decision tree learning 
algorithm, and to gather significant information from a system that communicates using encrypted 
DNP3 traffic.  

In work [16] authors proposed a method to detect attacks targeting SCADA systems. In proposed 
model the system behavior represent as a network of timed automaton i.e., a finite-state machine 
extended with clock variables. In order to investigate different cyberattacks  the process of modeling 



and converting logs from SCADA systems into a network of timed automata is carried out. After that 
through timed temporal logic, they characterize the behavior of a SCADA system under attack. 

The approach that utilizes correlated matrix-based object-oriented model for cyberattack modeling 
is proposed in [17]. In order to implement such approach, the procedure of the cyber-attack had been 
modeled by an object-oriented method, after that a correlated matrix model had been built for network 
topology, attack path, and attack procedure. To demonstrate the modeling method and its benefits, 
authors use the Man-in-the-middle Attack on measurement data of an Automation Voltage Control 
system as examples, and build a hardware-in-the-loop co-simulation platform to verify the model. 
However the structure of correlated matrix is relatively large, and its construction is not well-
regulated and universal. 

In work [18] a cyberattack simulation and evidence chains generation model which computes all 
possible attack paths associated with specific, confirmed security events is presented. The model 
considers various attack patterns through simulation experiments to estimate how an attacker has 
moved inside an organization to perform an intrusion. It analyzes artifacts, e.g., Indicators of 
Compomise, and any other incident-related information from various sources, e.g., log files, which 
are evidence of cyber-attacks on a system or network. 

In the work [19], the authors investigated the impact of cyberattacks on the Water Distribution 
Systems. Authors have incorporates pressure readings in the detection algorithm as a constraint and 
develops a mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) formulation to estimate the nodal 
demands of a network, as well as its flow rates and nodal pressure readings. These values were 
estimated using the SCADA readings for link flows, pump’s status, tank’s water level, and total 
demand of a district metering area. Nodal pressure heads were calculated using Bernoulli’s and 
Hazen-Williams equations and pump’s head equation.  

3. Behavioral model of the CFS functioning 

Analysis of the current state of research in the direction of CFS modeling showed that most 
approaches to CFS modeling are focused on ensuring their stability and reliability of functioning, and 
not on ensuring stability under the influence of cyberattacks and their timely detection. And although 
some known approaches are aimed at designing individual elements of systems taking into account 
potential violations of availability, integrity and privacy caused by cyberattacks, the development of 
complex models that would allow research and analysis of the impact of cyberattacks on the structural 
components of the CFS, as well as their identification, is an urgent task, which would become the 
basis for the design and verification of protected CFS. 

Let us define as a CFS object an atomic structural node that performs the functions of processing, 
storing, transmitting information (servers of databases, applications, data processing, software that 
implements HMI, control systems, etc.), as well as execution, regulation and control components of 
the physical infrastructure (sensors, actuators, etc.). Each object has a set of parameters characterizing 
its properties (for example, a water valve has the properties nominal pressure, diameter, conductivity 
(open/closed)) and a set of states determined by a fixed set of parameters (for example, a water valve 
with the set value "open" parameter "conductivity").   

Let's define the CFS object as a structural unit from which the CFS consists and present it in the 
form of a tuple as follows: 

S,K,typeO =  (1) 

where type – type of object that determines belonging to one of the levels NCP O,O,O , which define 
the objects of the physical, cyber and communication components of the CFS, respectively, and which 
form a complete set of all the objects of the CFS: 

Ω
=≡∪∪=Ω N

iiNCP }o{}OOO{ 1  (2) 

where ΩN – the total number of CFS facilities at all levels; 
}Ni|k{K Ki ≤≤= 1  – a set of structural components that make up an object and with the help of 

which the functions of the object are implemented, where KN – the number of components that make 
up the object jo , Ω∈jo ; 



SN
iii }s,ss|s{S 10 =⊥∈= – the set of states that are defined for jo , Ω∈jo , 0s – initial state, ⊥s  – 

terminal state, SN  – the number of allowable states for the object jo . 

Along with the objects of the CFS, we will define the concept of an event that affects the object jo  
from the side of other CFS objects Ω∈io  or from the side of the object itself jo , which is initiated 
by its structural components. In the first case, we will call such an event external, in the other case, 
internal. A set of external and internal events are catalysts for changing the states of the CFS objects.  

We define each state in which the object is as follows: 
,t,,O,R,PS sa γ=  (3) 

where PN
іі }p{P 1==  – set of object parameters jo ,  where PN – number of valid parameters for jo , 

Ω∈jo . Changing the parameters of an object is the target function of the process of sending events 
by other objects or structural components of this jo  object. Thus, through changing the parameters of 
the object,  a change in the state of the object is achieved. 

RN
іi }r{R 0== – the set of events that an object jo  can receive. Events in the CFS can be 

requests/responses to receive, process and transfer information between CFS objects. For example, 
read the value from the sensor, write the value to the database, execute the next block of commands 
(for example, in the case of a PLC or server), etc.  

ON
іiia }Ni,o|o{O 0=Ω≤Ω∈=  – the set of objects from which the object jo in state ks  can receive 

events; 
}false,true{OR: a →×γ – binary function for determining the right of an object jo  to receive an 

event in a state ks . It should be noted that not all objects can send events to jo , and even with a 
change of state jo  this set of objects is limited by the type of objects from which events can be 

received. In the case of a pair of objects )a,a( ij , where Ω∈ij a,a , jo  can receive messages from io

, if )type(o)type(o)type(o iji ≤≤ , where sign ≤  defines the logical comparison operation of the 

object level type in the level hierarchy CNP OOO << , that is, in other words, the type of objects io  
must be either the same as in jo  or a level higher/lower. This statement follows from the nature of the 
CFS and its ability to process information. It is not possible to transfer the sensor data immediately to 
the database server. For this, information should be transferred first through the network of devices, 
then to the management network through the programmable controller, then through the controller to 
the corporate network, and finally to the database server. That is, in this case, the information must go 
through all three levels in turn: physical, communication and cybernetic. It follows that 
communication level objects NO  can interact immediately as with physical objects PO  as well as with 
objects of cyber levels CO . 

)t,t[t
endbegin sss =  – the time interval of the object being in the state ks . The time interval of the 

object jo  being in the state ks  determines the period of activity of this state, during which the object 

jo  can receive events from other objects Ω∈io , moreover 1+< k
begin

k
end

s
s

s
s tt

 
is the time of state 

termination ks , and 1+k
begin

s
st  is the start time of the next state 1+ks .  

It should be noted that, for the sake of simplification, in this model of the CFS functioning, the 
state of its object is defined as a discrete entity, that is, one in which there is a clear boundary between 
two states. However, in practice, it is not always easy to discretize a specific state. If, for example, in 
the case of a water valve, which has two states open/closed, it is possible to introduce intermediate 
states open/close, then in the case of a cybernetic object, such as a server, which executes a large 
number of parallel processes and threads implementing different functions management of the system, 
it is problematic to draw a clear boundary between the states. Therefore, by the state of a cyber object 



we mean a higher-level abstraction of the concept of state. In the case of the server, by state we mean 
the processing of a request from the client and the execution of one process. 

Let's define the transition function ξ , which determines the transition of the object from state ks  

to state 1+ks  under the influence of event r, at the moment of time it  as follows:  

1+→ k
t,r

k ss: iξ  (4) 

Then, if the object jo  is represented by a set of states, with the initial state 0s , then lets present 

functioning of  jo  as a sequential change of its state, which are initiated by external or internal 
events: 

,sss...ssss:)o( iiii t,r
i

t,r
i

t,rt,rt,r
j ⊥− → →→ →→ → −− 11221100

13210ξ  (5) 

where ⊥s  – terminal state.  
At the same time, we will say that one state is a cause, and another is a consequence, if in the 

sequence the first state precedes the second. 
In a general sense, the terminal state ⊥s  of an object defines the point in time by which the 

functioning of the object as a part of the system ends. From the point of view of CFS, objects are 
functioning continuously (except for breaks for maintenance or exit from an emergency state), 
alternating cycles of activity with cycles of waiting. Therefore, in this model, we understand the 
terminal state as the point in time after which the object moves to the next iteration of the 
activity/waiting cycle. 

We will call the expression of the non-empty finite sequence of changes in object states obtained 
in 5 the trajectory of the object’s functioning 

jot :  

,ss...ssssst i
t,r

i
t,rt,rt,r

N

i
io

ii
S

j
 →→ →→ →== −−

−
=

11221100
13210

1
U  (6) 

where SN  – the number of allowable states for the object jo . 
The trajectory of the object's functioning can be represented as a sequence of segments of the 

trajectories of objects interacting with it and the object's own actions over other objects of the CFS 
and itself, since any operation of obtaining, changing and transmitting information causes a change in 
the state of interacting objects. For example, in the case of a programmable logic controller, one 
trajectory of its operation can consist of the following sequence of states: reading a value from a 
sensor, reading a value from an input buffer, executing the program, writing the result to the output 
buffer, outputting the result to the executive mechanism. At the same time, another trajectory of 
operation can consist only of waiting for data from the sensor, by executing a sequence of commands 
of the waiting program. 

The set of all available trajectories of functioning for the CFS object jo  is called the behavior of 
the object and is defined as follows: 

ot

j

N
i

i
oj }t{)o( 1==Χ  (7) 

where ot
N – the number of trajectories for the object jo . 

The behavior of the object shown in equation 7 determines its functioning as part of the CFS and 
allows describing all possible activities of this object. 

After determining the atomic entities that make up the CFS, we lets proceed to the description of 
the functioning of the entire CFS. 

Let's present the model of the functioning of the CFS through the functioning of a set of objects 
from which it consists: 

***
CPS R,X,S,M Ω=  (8) 

where  Ω
==Ω N

jj }o{ 1 }Ni,o|s{S
jo

j
Sj

o
i

* ≤≤Ω∈= 1

joSN  – the number of allowable states for the object jo ; 



Ω
== N

jj
* )}o(X{X 1  – the set of behaviors of all CFS objects; }Ni,o|r{R

jo
j

Rj
o

i
* ≤≤Ω∈= 0  – the set 

of events that can be received by CFS objects, 
joRN – the number of events an object can receive jo ; 

Fig. 2 shows a schematic representation of the model of the CFS functioning through the 
trajectories of the functioning of its objects. To simplify the modeling of the functioning of the CFS, it 
is presented through its three objects, which form three trajectories. Each object in the proposed 
model is capable of receiving and generating events from/to other objects, thereby performing inter-
object interaction. This is the main mechanism of formation of new states of CFS objects. 

 

 
Figure 2: A schematic representation of the model of the CFS functioning through the trajectories of 
the functioning of its objects 
 

The consecutive change in the states of the CFS objects forms the trajectories of the functioning of 
these objects. Each moment in time is characterized by the presence of CFS objects in a certain state. 
Therefore, the totality of all trajectories of objects in a certain time interval form the behavior of the 
CFS. In this way, the given schematic representation of the model of the functioning of the CFS is 
actually a reflection of the internal state of the CFS itself, through the state of its objects. 

The formalization of a cyber-physical system based on the states of objects and their trajectories is 
general and can be used to detail the behavior of its individual objects. The proposed model is the 
basis for the formalization and analysis of the impact of cyberattacks of various kinds on objects in 
the cyber-physical system and their trajectory.  

4. MitM cyberattacks on the control level of the cyber-physical system 

A MitM cyberattack on cyber-physical systems is a passive or active form of interference in the 
communication channel of information exchange between system devices by legitimizing one's 
presence, thus becoming a full-fledged participant in the communication exchange [20, 21]. Thus, an 
attacker implementing a MitM attack on a smart grid can perform cyberattacks on false data injection 



and false command injection, which can endanger the operation of the entire power system, such as 
state assessments, its dispatching and automatic control of electric power generation. 

When considering cyberattacks on the control level of the cyberphysical system of the smart 
energy supply network, we will assume that the attacker who implements the MitM cyberattack is a 
component of the cyberphysical system itself, i.e. expands the total number of objects in the set Ω : 

MitM
N
jj o}o{ ∪=Ω Ω
=1  (9) 

where MitMo  – an object of a cyber-physical system that compromises a communication channel and 
implements MitM cyberattacks. 

This statement is based on the fact that in order to initiate a MitM attack vector on a component of 
a cyber-physical system (the communication channel between the MTU and a remote terminal unit), 
the attacker must be represented as an object of this system, that is, be a participant in the exchange of 
information. 

The presence in the CFS of an object that implements MitM cyberattacks on multiple objects from 
set  MitMo\Ω  leads to the fact that a parameterized attack procedure is implemented, the result of 
which is the arrival of erroneous data and/or commands to the target object of the cyber-physical 
system [22]. The result of such a procedure for the target object etargto  is a change in its parameters, 
for example, the "state" parameter of the automatic switching switch will change from "closed" to 
"open" or vice versa. Thus, according to expression 3, the state of the target object itself changes, 
which leads to the formation of a new trajectory of the object's functioning (change of the observed 
trajectory to a new one).  

In fig. 3 presents a generalized representation of a MitM cyberattack. In the absence of 
compromise of the communication channel between node A (master station) and a set of outstations 
B1,В2,..,Вm (subordinate nodes), the trajectories of CFS objects will look like this: 
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where Xc –system behavior without compromising the information exchange channel. 

 
Then, after conducting a MitM cyberattack and compromising the communication channels 

between A and B1,В2,..,Вm, the following trajectories can be obtained: 
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where XMitM  the behavior of the system during the compromise of the information exchange channel. 

Thus, starting from the moment of time 1−nt , the state of objects B1, В2,..,Вm will change, which 
leads to a change in their functioning trajectories. As a result, for objects B1, В2,..,Вm, their behavior 
will change, which will include, in addition to trajectories )B( 1ξ , )B( 2ξ  and )B( mξ , also 

trajectories )B( '
1ξ , )B( '

2ξ  and )B( '
mξ . 

If compare equation 10 and 11, and assume that the states s of the objects are unknown, then from 
the point of view of the MitM-type cyberattack detection process, the key point is to determine the set of 
events Rri ∈  that lead to a change in the state of the target object etargto  and form new trajectories. In 
this case, if we consider the communication channel between the MTU and the remote telemetry device, 



the events will be the commands coming from the master node to the slaves (remote stations with a 
connected set of sensors and actuators), as well as data coming to the master station in response to 
receiving control commands. These data and commands are transmitted over communication channels 
via a plurality of TCP/IP packets, in which DNP3 packets are encapsulated, thereby forming network 
traffic. Considering the process of detecting MitM cyberattacks, an important task is their analysis and 
formalization of parameterized procedures for their impact on network traffic, which will allow forming 
impact scenarios and distinguishing a set of features (Fig. 4).  

 
 

Figure 3: A generalized representation of a MitM cyberattack 
 

 

 
Figure 4: Formalization of the cause-and-effect relationship between the impact of MitM 
cyberattacks on the process of forming new trajectories of the CFS object and the rules for detecting 
this cyberattacks  
 

Such scenarios can be used to form a base of rules, the mapping of which to a feature set will 
allow the process of detecting MitM cyberattacks. 

5. Testbed implementation 

To conduct a study of the impact of cyberattacks on the control level of the CFS, data exchange in 
which is carried out via the DNP3 protocol over TCP/IP, a testbed environment based on 
xMasterSlave [23] was deployed. This software allows to implement such operations as writing, 
reading, resetting, cleaning, etc. [24]. The libpcap library [25] was used to obtain network traffic data 
in the process of data exchange between the center controller and the outstation. The obtained data 



were stored in the database with purpose of its further research and analysis. A schematic 
representation of the research environment is shown in fig. 5. 

 

 
Figure 5: A schematic representation of testbed 

6. Conclusion  

The paper considers the functioning of the smart grid cyber-physical system was conducted and a 
behavioral model of its functioning was proposed. The concept of the object, event and state of the 
cyber-physical system was formalized at the basis of the proposed set-theoretical model, which made 
it possible to reflect the trajectories of the system's functioning and the behavior of both individual 
objects and the cyber-physical system as a whole on their basis. The proposed model is the basis for 
the formalization and analysis of the impact of cyberattacks of various kinds on objects in the cyber-
physical system and their trajectories. A formalization of the impact of Man-in-the-Middle 
cyberattacks on the control level of the cyber-physical system of a smart grid, in which the attacker is 
considered as a part of the system itself, is proposed. The proposed formalization of the impact of 
MitM cyberattacks on cyberphysical systems will allow describing known cyberattacks and forming 
parameterized procedures for their detection, which can be considered as complex features for 
detection. To carry out the research, a simulation of the control level of the cyber-physical system was 
carried out, in which data exchange is carried out using the DNP3 protocol over top of TCP/IP in the 
xMasterSlave environment. 

7. Future work  

As a direction of further research, known MitM cyberattacks on the control level, in which data 
exchange is carried out using the DNP3 protocol, will be considered. In particular, among such cyber-
attacks, the most common are cyber-attacks on binary and analog control commands, as well as 
cyber-attacks aimed at disabling unsolicited messages. In view of the proposed formalization of the 
functioning of the CFS under the influence of MitM cyberattacks, the construction of their 
parameterized procedures, as well as rules for their detection, will be carried out. The resulting 
detection rules will form the basis of the MitM cyberattack detection system based on the use of 
machine learning methods. 
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